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valueCreating through

On the one end of
the spectrum,

we
study human behaviour with a high variety of sensors and data

stream combinations. This allows us

to

deliver higher-quality insights through
workshops and in-house

At Brain Value, are driven create value for our clients.
we

to
training for you. In the process, you will have a deeper

understanding of what drives your customers.

On the end of the spectrum, we and
This

to
in-house

other use our expertise technologies
operate your own innovation lab. will help you to innovate your
processes, products or services. In the process, you will develop greater agility
in how new products and services can be developed which your customers will
find valuable.
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Dr Suresh Sood, & Big DataArtificial Intelligence

Dr Andreas Hellmann, Behavioural Finance

Dr Lawrence Ang, Neuromarketing

Dr Bernd Joers, Information EngineeringandBehavioural Computing

Colin Wise, Education

Suresh is one Learning, applying his
knowledge in marketing. He graduated
in physics from the University of
Technology, in the development
of and Innovation program.

of Australia’s foremost experts in Big Data & Machine
diverse fields from financial services to social media

London University and received a MBA & PhD from
Sydney, where he also has provided thought leadership

the Master of Data Science

Andreas adopts innovative advanced brain monitoring,
virtual reality enhance the comparabilityand

quality a Chartered Accountant,
holds
and of

and Experimental Finance.

technologies, such as eye-tracking,
cognitive assessment technologies, to

accounting information for decision-making. He is
a PhD from Macquarie University, Sydney, and is Associate Editor of the Journal

of Behavioral

Lawrence is a marketing expert who has worked on a diverse range of marketing projects,
including advertising pretesting, campaign tracking, pricing, brand health assessment, market
sizing, new product evaluation, and customer satisfaction. He has a first-class honours in
psychology and holds a PhD from the Australian Graduate School of Management. He also
teaches on executive MBA programs, and conducts in-house training for corporations.

He is an excellent communicator working directly with C-level executives and an
outstanding scholar receiving the national Professor-of-the-Year Award in 2016.

Bernd is one of Germany’s foremost experts at the convergence of behavioural
computing and information engineering. His data science research focuses on superior
improvements in decision making for B2B and B2C through combining an understanding
of behaviour within the key digital platforms of social media and e-commerce.

Colin leads the His past experience

and

background ensures course
ideally suitable for

associations to ensure
the education courses.

customisation of courses for in-house delivery.

content blends
professionals. He maintains ongoing links with professional

freshness relevance of

is steeped in the banking and education sectors. Colin’s
both theory and hands-on learning
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We offer research
advanced

biometric
using

and consulting
services

methodologies

a freshness to your processes with a focus on understanding human and cognitive
behaviours using a
to examine visual and
stress levels, and processing and learning.

This brings
advanced technologies

arousal
variety of biometric methodologies. These include

attention and individual perception, emotional valence, emotional
attentional, cognitive, emotional

Behavioural Research
We help firms in their end-to-end scoping of issues, to generate insights and accelerate innovation.

Managing Impressions
This service assesses the effectiveness of your online and offline corporate communications. You will 

receive an Impression Management Score, detailing how your communication is perceived. This will allow 
you to establish a path forward for improvements.

Artificial Intelligence
Using behavioural data, we develop AI technologies to transform business processes. This will improve the 
next generation of your service delivery. No matter whether the application is in finance, marketing or 
communications, human-centric AI will resonate better with your customers.



Debunking myths: through behavioral science1. Improving decisions

USING ARTIFICIALINTELLIGENCE
TO ENHANCE YOUR DECISIONS

Detecting lying & deception2.

Predictive Audit Computing

Attend our 2 courses:

ourAdopt AI solution:

The

with

primary application
financial information

Inevitably,
feeds into decision-making.

insights

visualisations.

of Business Intelligence is the creation of from combining
traditional with operational non-financial big data sources using dashboards
and the found insights comprising a data story along other
information

the
and

are user, system
interactions in significantly
flawed

Decision

the suggested actions.

makers
results

decision

often blindsided without realising cognitive biases arising from
human judgements driven from the data story insights. This
making leading to costly errors or in some cases a stalling of

Brain atValue Analytics play
during the

the

project
resulting
directly from data.

use
in

BI
evidencemaking with
your

recognises the complexity of unpacking the human behaviour
of BI systems and opportunities exist to mitigate the biases during

reformulating the suggested actions to support decision



We provide education worldwide,
connecting behavioural science with
professionals from a wide range of
disciplines

We provide training deeper understanding
of how businesses and decision-making.behavioural

to professionals who are interested in developing a
sciences can be used to improve their

We develop in-house in various industries.educational or training services for companies

The learning can
training strives

accelerating their learning.

Ourlectures.

team

and
reality,

and
virtualstudies,

take place online or in larger groups in seminars, workshops,
to give participants an immersive experience using case

exercises so that they will get the best value in

Our key educational
cities and online.

in
yearthethroughout

workshop-formatcourses are available
in various

Inhouse training

Educational courses



Debunking myths: through behavioral science1. Improving decisions

NEW SERVICES FOR YOU

AUDIT AS CURRENTLY
PRACTISEDWILL CHANGE:

Detecting lying & deception2.

Predictive Audit Computing

Attend our 2 courses:

ourAdopt AI solution:

4th industrial revolution.

isIf change must
lead the change.

and
audit

automation process
combined with

mining is predicted to usher in the age of the

companies
In finance and accounting, we know that data analytics,

inevitable, then rather than waiting for change, forward-looking

The ancient Buddhist text says,

"Nothing is forever except change".

Global regulatory pressures

to parties involved.

hearings. This is
and

are mounting as seen from a variety of government
driven by the failures of audit in high profile cases including the German Wirecard UK Carillion,
causing reputation damage

aThere is also
new revenue streams.

more disintermediated
form of

an underlying trend for accounting firms to offer
“Software as a Service” which can result in

Firms that do that accounting firms
have to

no longer sustainable.

not take heed of this will fall behind. All these changes mean
continually develop new approaches to remain competitive. The excuse of making do

with less resources is

to
Our portfolio finance professionals,

rethink traditional
include a new

Brain Value, you achieve this.

of courses has been designed to help accountancy and
audit to

customers.
At

audit and accountancy products. In short, repurposing
service offering can create greater loyalty among your existing
we can help



OUR COURSES

Our ability to successfully navigate an increasingly complex world is a constant challenge.
Drowned in a sea of data, time-poor finance and accounting professionals also have to juggle
competing demands to stay afloat.

our

InThese pressures create stress, distort our thinking and diminish sound decision making.
recent years, the new field of Behavioural Finance has begun to systematically study such
biases and how they affect financial judgements. In our interactive program, you will learn
about cognitive biases, spot corporate communication cues that influence impression
and apply new technologies, including AI, to correct such biases.

the you

Your journey an introductory course
called, “Debunking myths: Improving decisions through behavioural science” followed by

foundation course, “Behavioural finance & impression management”. Then can
complete a series of specialisations, focussing on specific issues modern professionals are
facing.

learning with Brain Value Education starts with



Debunking myths
Improving decis ions through behavioura l sc ience

Despite our best intentions, we fall prey to biases that get in the way of good decision making.
In this course, you will learn why biases are so common and some effective ways to address
them. Using real company data and contemporary case studies, this hands-on course develops
your understanding of behavioural biases.

You will learn the latest trends in behavioural accounting and finance, drawing on neuroscience
and research. We will present a framework of how impression management occurs
and provide guidelines for detecting possible deceits. Finally, this course will drill down to what
artificial intelligence and big data can do, shifting your thinking in a new way. Designed for
professionals, this starts your journey towards becoming a specialist in

behavioural

accounting
and finance.

behavioural

in behavioural accounting andTrends corporate communication; Human players in finance;
Improving reputation and trustworthiness

in
andUnpacking professional judgments; Making sense of biases behaviour;

Avoiding pitfalls memory processes

and inStrategies techniques impression management; Storytelling, influence and deceit detection

decision making using big data; Using artificial intelligence to reduce cognitive biasesImproving

andSession 1: Corporate communication importance of trust

Session 2: Cognitive biases

Session 3: Impression management

Session 4: Technologies for the new decade



Behavioura l finance
impress ion

management
and

Our

we
to
are and

toand

Financial decisions not always made rationally. emotions, perception, reasoning,
how others react us can subtly bias our judgments. Biased judgments have major impact on
how interpret financial information which investments buy.

and

to

on

We

and
You will learn the latest trends in behavioural accounting finance, drawing
neuroscience research. This course will enrich your learning by
providing hands-on exercises, using real company data, contemporary case studies, and
technology demonstrations. also provide a

behavioural

framework and tools
make you a better professional and ultimately improve your

behavioural
image.

will
the in

behavioural

accounting
and

and

this course your
a

behavioural
your

Designed for professionals, increase understanding of
biases forms cornerstone of journey towards becoming specialist

finance.

in accountingand

corporate

Human players

in

finance;
and

behavioual Professional judgments standards;
Variables influencing professional judgments such as gender, culture, mood work
experience; Accounting standards interpretation across countries; Unpacking and
visualising human behaviour; Impression management and storytelling
communication

and

making

of

biases

MemoryImportance big data; Homo economicus non-rationality; processes,
judgments and decision-making framework; System 1 vs System 2 thinking;
Communication and heuristics; Improving financial decision

and1:Day Human behaviour professional judgments

2: BiasesDay in interpreting financial information



Detecting ly ing
and deception
We toin the

of

are

and
to

live a world where first impression counts. Very often, we do not take the time
scrutinise orseduced by the positive emotions,We lulled into false
hopes – believing what

we
want When unethically applied,we witness frauds

con artistry, practised to a high degree sophistication with even sophisticated
financial regulators deceived – for decades.

details. are
believe. we

InThe not

the

to

the

are
toand

to

of
financial

signs deception uncommon. this course, you will learn understand how
society, institutions its players can sometimes come together create an
environment triggering deceit. You will understand how use of certain cues subtly
makes favourable impressions biasing our judgements. Summarising latest findings from
neuroscience and evidence-based practices from law enforcement agencies including the
FBI this course will sensitise you read early warning signs suggesting something is amiss.

The
signs

of
in

this you

will

to
and

to

you
the

of
The

and
including the

coursedesign interactive equips with knowledge detect tell-tale
about deceits raises some red flags your mind that should follow up.

course provide some tools techniques in dealing with a variety deceptions,
application of AI technologies warn of deception.

Dangers of first impressions; Case study: Wirecard – Europe’s biggest fraud case;
Common red flags & signs of deception

ofCognitive biases; Cues trustworthiness; Application of AI technologies

Session 1: ofImplications deception

Session 2: Lessons learnt



and

Impress ion
management for
profess ionals

consultants
in

the
of

are
anda

the thea even

Impressions formed split seconds which can bias how people perceive you. William
Shakespeare once said, “All world’s stage, all men and women merely players”. If
indeed world’s stage some 400 years ago, it is truer today in age social
media and 24/7 media cycle. This implies that professionals and consultants must
constantly project a good image that communicates credibility, trustworthiness, and
competence.

in theto

to

and

to

of
This youwill

learn
how

create

You
will

how useof

and
course

will
show your looks, speech action affect your audience

subconsciously. decode biases speakers identify (in)sincerity
communication in different contexts. We will provide storytelling techniques and a
framework body language, gestures, and supporting props quickly
rapport with your audience. Designed for professionals, this one-day immersive course
will broaden your understanding of interpersonal communication skills and help you to
create lasting impressions.

of first impressions; &Importance Creating managing positive impressions in the modern age;
Heuristics & emotions in decision-making

cues
Linguistic features signalling deception; Deciphering body language & gestures;
Supporting including attire & props

& cues&
Neuroscience of trust; Untangling the concepts of trust, trustworthiness,
expertise credibility; Creating maintaining of trustworthiness, and
what we can(not) learn from politicians

& &
What is rapport? How to develop rapport quickly?; Using storytelling to create rapport during
presentations face-to-face interactions; Pre-empting overcoming objections

Session 1: ofUnderstanding the dramaturgical perspective social life

Session 2: Identifying the (in)sincerity of communication

Session 3: How to be trustworthy

Session 4: Create rapport before you consult



Negotiation in
profess ional
settings reimagined
We to

in
the
of

are

and

awe

the

or a
are

negotiate all time, whether buying car trying secure long term
contract. Yet some us better this ancient art than others, partly because of our
personality partly because of our negotiation style. This course focuses on uncovering

mysteries of negotiations that can help sales, marketing, finance and accounting
professionals working as individuals or within groups.

in
to toand

of

this

you will

understand

how
can

an

you will
fromUsing data collected VR technologies, have a deeper appreciation

emotions during human interactions affect negotiation. But more importantly,
your natural negotiation style attached your personality, what extent

could be advantage or a disadvantage, especially an online environment.

the
of

in

this youwill to

and

to

you

The
of

the

and

including

the

course

with

knowledge
your

course

a

application
of

technologies of

Designed for professionals, expose latest
negotiation tactics, non-verbal cues help win case.

will show how to apply models negotiations generated from big data,
combined VR biometric including use simulations, to
deepen your understanding of how to be successful negotiations. Finally, will gain
insights into behavioural biases when invoking data, presentations imagery during

use of artefacts to support negotiation.

Negotiation and behavioural styles; Understanding your context and personality

Using big data for your advantage; Simulations using VR and biometric data

Session 1: ofBasics negotiations

Session 2: Mastering negotiations



Big data and
business
inte l l igence

to
of

and

a of
canand

professionals

As forward-thinking leaders, it is important for you understand how Big Data AI
will affect your business, how you take advantage it. Big data is now leading to
new generation everyone from data scientists to marketers and auditors

and financial analysts.

and
of

this will

can

an

fromdata
humanbut

be
online

Companies that do not take trend seriously lagged
This is because the explosion big is not only social media, websites,
internet of things, mobile devices increasingly from biosensors capturing
emotions. This includes eye movements, brain waves, facial expressions. As example
of this brave new world we are entering, analysis of adverbs

and
pronouns of consumers on

social media communications yield insights into deception, gender
and

psychological
state of the person.

behind in 2021 beyond.

and

the of

inthis youwill to
and

you
the

of
and

course knowledge

course
aof

of

Designed for professionals, expose latest

will

show

how

models

from
Big

of

how be
will

intoData AI can turn information business intelligence. Combining knowledge
fields finance, accounting, marketing, economics, sociology, psychology

computer science, develop holistic view what AI is, and it can
usefully applied in professional settings. This dive into newly emerging
field computational behaviour and that by building predictive AI using
multitude variables, one’s beliefs about human behaviour can be challenged, and
discover new ways influencing consumers.

andbehaviouralBig data; Tools techniques for capturing big data

andFinance accountancy; HR, marketing and strategy

Session 1: ofBasics big data and AI

Session 2: Application of big data and AI



andWork-stress
the brain

in
the

ofare and a

the
a

can how
and

is
and

This
that

Modern times stressful filled with bewildering blizzard emails, phone calls,
yet more emails, meetings, projects, information from millions of sources. We cannot
always avoid things stress us out, but we learn to best respond to stress
factors. especially important current environment where working at home

juggling with different tasks is becoming norm.

In to toand
to

this you will learn how
youwill and

course

will

your
your

in

We

will

techniques

and

and

with
your

this
your

help

you to

course, brain is responding stress factors ways
reduce these. equip calm amygdala integrating
mindfulness into everyday life. Ultimately, be better suited control
stress. Drawing on research mindfulness, neurosciences positive psychology,
interactive you to transform feeling stressed into feeling confident,
resilient, in control energised.

of
Cognitive biases resulting from stress; Your physiological response to stress;
Effects different stressor types

Mindfulness and how it influences your amygdala; Grounding strategies;
Becoming cognitively flexible

Session 1: Stress and your brain

Session 2: Gaining control over your stress
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